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HYRDO SHOCKER - Geoffrey Peake portages around the buggy and messy remains of a hydro camp in 1982 on the lower Rupert River at The Fours set of rapids. Built
a decade earlier when the Rupert was the ﬁrst river scheduled to be dammed and diverted in the James Bay Hydro Project, the camp was mostly in ruins but the
core shack, where they drilled to check the geologic info for damming was still standing with hudreds of round samples in neat drawers. The camp was completely
cleaned up in later years. The Rupert is now mostly diverted north into the La Grande project and about a third of its one fearsome ﬂow remains.
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Don’t Leave Your Bones to
Bleach in the Labrador B’y

tion of trappers in
the winter) since
1905. All together,
we were facing
n June 26th, 2014, Andrew
roughly 13 miles
Morris and I set out to retrace
of bushcrashing,
Mina Hubbard’s 1905 canoe
that is, portaging all
journey through Labrador. The major
our gear through a
difference with this trip was that we would pathless forest. With
be using traditional equipment: a canvas
fifty days of food
tent, packs, a wood burning stove, and
and equipment, this
cedar canvas canoe and so forth. Needless
took three trips, goto say, travel proved to be as difficult as
ing back and forth,
I expected, and for sometime we lived in
to bring through.
those alternate states of joy and suffering
Because of a fire
that have drawn me to expedition canoe
in 2013, the first
travel over the past fifteen years.
mile was pleasant.
The major difficulty came at the
Broad and flat, with
Wapustan Portage section, a detour from
plenty of room to bring a canoe through.
the main river that becomes walled in by
The area unaffected by the fire was where
canyons, something, which at the high
we landed in some trouble. With an averwater levels we were traveling, would be
age rainfall in July that is more than the
impossible to get a canoe up.
average rainfall for Seattle in January, this
This section is unique to Mina’s
is not the land of stunted trees, and makparticular route and to our knowledge
ing your way through such a dense, uncut
has not been traveled (with the excepforest is slow, frustrating and painful.
Dense forest, rough
terrain, and numerous foot traps. After
three days we had
managed to go
two miles. While
portaging the canoe
I had landed on my
ankle wrong and
with each step my
foot screamed at
me. Andrew had
tendon inflammation in his shin.
Imagine the sound
of a rock against a
washboard. Each
time he moved his
Peter Marshall and Andrew Morris (top) on Mina Hubbard’s trail.
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foot, that sound came from his shin. At
this point we had to separate any emotions
we had from the facts and really look at
our situation.
We still had at least 9 miles to go
before we reached Seal Lake. After this,
we would have about 4-5 miles of bushcrashing over Job’s Portage on the upper
Naskaupi. At our rate of travel, and with
some luck, we wouldn’t realistically reach
Smallwood Reservoir until Day 40 of the
trip. At which point we would have about
ten days of food left for 400 miles of travel.
Part of me wanted to push on and at least
complete the lower Naskaupi, or get to
Smallwood Reservoir.
However, our injuries weren’t getting
any better (we were quite the sight to see
in camp, stumbling around like decrepit
old men or drunk teenagers, take your
pick). In addition, after we were above the
gorge, the only way out would be by float
plane or helicopter, which would cost far
more money than either of us had. The
other factor in this is that it was not certain that either plane or helicopter would
take the canoe out with us. The thought of
Continued on Page 8
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Editor’s Notebook

A

nd so we head into the final
four Outfits of Che-Mun, the
beginning of what we hope to
be a fine finish for our little publication
which will cease with Outfit 160.
A couple of people have expressed
interest in possibly taking over Che-Mun
as I did 30 years ago from founder Nick
Nickels. I suppose I would like it to go on
and let it go and though it has been my
baby for along time I am learning how to
let go of things in my newfound and selftitled Life 2.0.
One of the latest milestones was driving my son Tom to Queen’s University in
Kingston Ontario for his first year. That is
a break. We have also purchased a condo
and will be selling my beloved house in
early 2016. Another change.
So I would sell Che-Mun lock, stock
and barrel if I can find someone suitable.
There are a lot of files and letter and a
ton of back issues which will have to be
tossed if no one takes them. All part of my
shoehorning into a condo which will be a
tremendous feat if I can do it.
So if you are interested or know
someone who is please get in touch. It is
a hobby though and a labour of love – a
chance to contribute to our small northern paddling community.
We begin a review of the 15 major
expeditions undertaken by the Hide-Away
Canoe Club since 1981. The first three
are featured inside; Missinaibi, Rupert
and George rivers. And while we have
reported on these trips over the years, we
are doing so at the request of readers who
wanted to see them accounted for in a
more compact way.
One thing that has always fascinated
me is how you can remember things in
such intimate detail from your northern
canoe trips. Decades of city living are
largely an inconsequential blur but those
great moments on a northern river, a
brutal portage, under a waving aurora
and all the silly laughs and jokes you
shared on the trail with others, seem to
live with some permanence in an ever
crowed memory bank. Thank god for that.
–Michael Peake

I

Canoesworthy

nterest by international investors in Quebec’s north is growing again after falling under the Parti Québécois, Rousseau said. To build on that interest and help
existing players, initiatives such as the plan to speed up the supply of natural gas to
the Côte-Nord and northern Quebec regions by 2016 are “the most important right now,”
he said. Most companies operating in the north are using diesel or other fuels that are
more costly.
But not all resource producers are equal in the Plan Nord. Against problem-plagued
firms such as Strateco Resources, precious gem hopeful Stornoway Diamond Corp. stands
out like a beacon of positivity amid the gloom. It helps that the company mines a rock
with high global demand and limited supply.
So it’s not surprising that Premier Philippe Couillard made a point of attending the
groundbreaking ceremony of Stornoway’s Renard diamond mine in James Bay region
recently. If he wanted to pick a symbol to highlight the prospects of his “enhanced Plan
Nord,” as he calls it, it’s hard to choose much better than $1-billion Renard.
Quebec’s first diamond mine, the project is expected to yield 1.6 million carats per year
for a total 18 million carats under the case estimate. But there are more diamonds beyond
that, enough the company thinks, for a mine lasting 20 years or more.
“This project marks the relaunch of Plan Nord,” Couillard told guests assembled for
the event at the mine’s camp Lagopède, just north of the Otish Mountains. “It’s a big day
for northern development and for the growth of our mining industry.”

I

qaluit is an Arctic boomtown perched on the northern shores of Frobisher Bay
-- but the Nunavut town’s waterfront has scarcely changed since English explorer
Martin Frobisher sailed into the inlet in 1576.
The growing community, clamouring for supplies that include building materials, construction equipment and all-terrain vehicles, boasts some of the world’s highest tides.
In the summer months, mammoth barges are forced to work around the 12-metre
tides and race to unload their cargo onto the town’s craggy public beach, still studded
with ice in mid-July. Sometimes they can’t unload at all because of high winds and excessive ice.
It’s a process that takes weeks longer than it would if even the most basic marine infrastructure existed in Iqaluit -- such as a dock or working causeway. The city of Iqaluit has
lobbied for a $65-million deep-sea port in recent years, but has gone mute on its current
efforts, with officials declining to respond to requests for interviews.
In Greenland, the coastal town of Nuuk boasts a pristine deep-sea port and, unlike
much of Iqaluit, paved roads. Denmark invests heavily in Greenland.
In Nunavik, Quebec’s Arctic region, there’s also been steady investment in marine
infrastructure by the provincial and federal governments, easing the business of dropping
off precious cargo to communities in need.
Not so for Iqaluit, considered Canada’s gateway to the high Arctic, a region where oil
and gas exploration is on the brink of wide-scale development thanks to climate change.
This despite the fact Ottawa seems intent on showcasing the town, even hosting a G7
finance ministers’ summit here in 2010.
Residents, local business owners and shipping companies alike are pleading with the
municipal, territorial and federal governments to find the millions to do something about
Iqaluit’s waterfront as the town of almost 7,000 buzzes with commerce, construction and
a growing population.
A 2011 study by the National Aboriginal Health Organization said a key factor contributing to the high cost of housing in the North is the expense involved in shipping
building materials, a limited shipping season and a lack of accessible roads to communities.
Continued on Page 10
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Barren Grounds

The Story of the the Tragic Moffatt Canoe Trip
By Fred “Skip” Pessl
Dartmouth Press 2014
Reviewed by Michael Peake

T

he story of the fateful 1955 Moffatt
canoe trip continues to hang over
the northern canoeing community
like a ghostly apparition. It is the Marley’s
Ghost of expeditions portending doom
for unseasoned parties venturing deep
into the Barrenlands.
Perhaps because of its American crew
and the fact it was written about by Sports
Illustrated and used by Eric Morse as a
template for
trouble, it remains, nearly
60 years
later, both a
signpost and
a mystery.
The facts are
well known
to most CheMun readers
who are aware
that Moffatt
perished from
hypothermia
when two canoes swamped
on rapids
below Marjorie Lake on
the Dubawnt
River in mid-September - far too late to
be in that place in a canoe.
In 1998 George Grinnell wrote A
Death on the Barrens, a well-written but
somewhat depressing tale of the group of
six young Americans led by teacher Art
Moffatt that followed the 1893 Tyrrell trip
which almost cost that group their lives,
though considerably later in the season.
This time Fred “Skip” Pessl takes
command of the tale with help from the
journals of Peter Francks, who died in
2013. Right from the Preface, Pessl makes
it clear he wants to tell the story partly to

counter the reaction to Grinnell’s
dark tale which
questioned the
leadership and
mental state of
Moffatt. In fact
Che-Mun plays a
part in all this as
our review by Andrew Macdonald
is quoted. In our
Spring 1996 outfit
we actually had
two reviews of the
controversial book.
Pessl has a unique insight on the trip.
He had already known Moffatt and help him plan the trip.
Grinnell was a late-arriving
non-paddling outsider who
appears to have been an aloof
and difficult member of the
team. I vividly recall Grinnell’s
talk on the trip and his new
book to the annual Wilderness
Canoe symposium organized
by George Luste who published the book and wrote its
introduction. Grinnell’s low,
quietly-comic manner slowly
turned into a chilling and
sombre remembrance of a
death on a northern river and
his own personal demons. It
was remarkable how the mood
subtly changed and you could
tell Grinnell had a tortured
depth that belied his earlier lighthearted
patter.
Skip Pessl is now 80, a grandfather
who clearly wants to set the record
straight as he sees it and not let Grinnell’s
word be the only book on the trip. Much
of the last part of the book goes into
tearing down Grinnell’s thesis of Moffatt’s
death wish and mystical ways.
This trip has fascinated many of us in
the paddling community. It would seem
that reading and personal experience
would lead me to believe that trying to do
two incompatible things were Moffatt’s

undoing. You either do a major canoe
trip or you do a film about a canoe trip.
You can’t do both well. Too much time
was lost to filming or waiting to film. As
someone who has done a couple of trips
with a film crew, I know it is a slow process. You want to get it right and that isn’t
always possible. And that is the reason for
failure that Pessl finally acknowledges. It
makes a great deal of sense to me.

B

arren Grounds is primarily a series of well written daily trip logs
of both Pessl and Francks which,
with each entry attributed, still makes it a
bit confusing to follow the writer’s voice.
It was also disconcerting to begin the
book and see a typo on the first line. “Serious planning for the Dubawnt journey
began in the late fall of 1955” Well, by that
time Moffatt was dead. It was the year
before yet such a slip does not hurt this
wonderful book with great insight and
superb quality original photos nicely put
together by Dartmouth Press which was
Moffatt’s and some other crew members’
alma mater.
Of course the log entries offer great
detail and really get inside the workings
of this long trip from Black Lake to Baker
Lake. And as the photos illustrate no one
ever wore PFDs in that day. Also they
paddled in jeans which would be about
the worst thing to wear.
Pessl is also uniquely positioned to tell
the whole story. Besides being a friend of
Moffatt, he was the only one who stayed

behind once they reached Baker Lake.
The rest of the group departed within an
hour of touching shore. So Pessl remained
to answer the questions of the police and
officials who had been set to start a search
the day they arrived - September 24 - 10
days after Moffatt’s death and 27 days
longer than Tyrrell took to that point. He
was also getting requests to talk from Life
magazine and others. Moffatt’s wife Carol
telegraphed that she wanted her husband
to be buried in Baker Lake along a ridge
at the top of the town where Pessl had just
visited. He even helped to build the coffin
for the body which had to be retrieved
later due to bad weather. He agreed with
her choice which would have been his
had things been different.
It would take Pessl almost three weeks
to get out and included, like the Tyrrells,
an interesting and chilly trip down the

coast of Hudson Bay to Churchill in a
Peterhead boat piloted by Danish explorer Peter Freuchen’s son.
The book’s Epilogue is the crux of
the matter and here Pessl acknowledges
Grinnell’s literary skills but questions his
conclusion and insight on Moffatt. He
also writes about food supplies, lack of
spray covers which would have made a
huge difference, and other equipment
issues. He “disagrees emphatically” with
Grinnell’s two main assertions; that
Moffatt was suicidal and had no hope of
making a good film. He also refutes, point
by point, many of Grinnell’s observations
of the trip.
No mention was ever made of what
happened to Moffatt’s precious film. Was
it all ruined in the capsize?
Skip Pessl grieves for his father-figure
Art Moffatt to this day. He wonders what

The Strange and Dangerous Voyage
of Captain Thomas James
A Critical Edition
Edited by Colleen M. Franklin
McGill Queens Unoversity Press 2014

M

any years ago a slim paperback
came out containing the journals
of the very little known explorer
Thomas James who is best remembered by the
large bay which like his name, comes below that
of Henry Hudson
James, a Welshman, left Bristol in 1631 and
passed into Hudson Bay and wintered at the
bottom at what would become James Bay, on
Charlton Island and returned the next year
- barely. And now a scholarly edition of this
volume has emerged. Though a distant figure
now, in 1633 when his book was published, it
was one of the very few offering insights of the
new continent so scarcely travelled until the
19th century.
The scholar who has revived this work, Colleen Franklin, is a professor at Laurentian University in Sudbury. Not only does share the name of the man whose demise
exploded the amount of North American exploration, her father
was a nephew of Franklin Carmichael, one of the Group of

would have been his fate if he’d survived
the Dubawnt; this pacifist man with a
keen awareness of the natural world. We
will never know that. But we now know a
lot more about a trip that stands as testament to struggle and perseverance now
bathed in the mystery of time.
But as creatures of drama, we will
always remember that trip. But there was
another trip that summer by a group of
men more than twice the age of Moffatt’s
crew. They paddled 500 miles through
clear northern waters on the classic fur
trade route. The Voyageurs’ trip down the
Churchill, so ably recounted by Sigurd
Olson in The Lonely Land is the flip side
of drama and tragedy. It is the story we
want to live, a competent, capable and cohesive crew that knew what the north was
really all about - running the fil de l’eau of
rivers and life - and surviving.

Seven painters.
Complicating the study of Captain James for modern readers is his use of 15th century English which is something of a
trial for most modern readers. So a fully annotated edition is
extremely handy and welcome.
Her “Introduction” to the text runs 124
pages including footnotes to particular passages. She is able to put the text into a fine
historical perspective. For Captain James,
exploring northern Canada was akin to
a someone finding their was through the
Louvre with no lights on. A daunting task
in a heretofore unexplored vast and barren
land.
This book is more than about a relatively
obscure explorer, Franklin delves into the
academic and literary world that followed
James’ journey. It is a richly fascinating time
involving many still-famous writers and
notables including Jonathan Swift and Mary
Shelley.
It is a superb academic feat boasting
tremendous research and will be of great
interest to those who love the vast trove of
literature from that period. So important was James’ book at the
time that it inspired no less a work than Coleridge’s The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner which Editor Franklin discussed in superb
detail. Not a quick read but a must for deep history buffs.
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The HACC Collection

Over our remaining four issues and in response to reader requests, we will recap the major trips of
the Hide-Away Canoe Club over 30 years.

MISSINAIBI 1981

A

fter several years of canoeing
in Quetico and other Ontario
parks we decided to start moving to more northern trips. We chose
the Nahanni River because of our recent
discovery of R.M. Patterson’s classic book
Dangerous River. But I was called for
three months of jury duty which wiped
out that trip. So the next year we picked
the Missinaibi River, inspired by Rugge
and Davidson who has written about it
in that year’s wonderful book Complete
Wilderness Paddler. It was largely about a
trip on the Moisie but they had also done
the Missinaibi – and we weren’t ready for
the Moisie yet.
After doing prep trips on the Madawaska and French rivers we headed north
to Capreol just north of Sudbury, Ontario
to board the train in late May which would
drop us in Peterbell, just below Missinaibi
Lake. On the train we met Bill, a trapper
who had a cabin on a tributary of the Missinaibi. He was right out of central casting,
speaking a fast northern dialect we still
recall with fondness. Getting dropped off,
somewhat abruptly, was the first time we
felt that graphic separation of civilization
as the train rolled off into the west and
we were left to make our way to another
crossing - on the Moose River. The water
was high and cold, in fact the first portage
sign was almost submerged. The river was
fairly small at this point and we picked our
way down the many named rapids such as
Devil’s Shoepack we added 0 some of our
own like Crushed Femur Rapids.
As we headed north we really got our
first real hit of being on a true northern
river. The grating cackle of Sandhill cranes
and the increasing size of the rapids told
that tale. We hit the halfway point at Mattice on the Trans Canada highway, the last
chance to drive away from the river, none
of us were interested in taking that option.
The big section of the Missinaibi is
where it falls off the Canadian Shield and

into the lowlands. We had big expectations
of Thunder House (above) and Conjuring
House rapids and they did not disappoint.
The campsite above Thunder House is a
classic and to be there in high water was
even better – except for the bugs.
Belows the massive rapids it was a
dramatically different river after all those
drops and by now was mid-June. After
the raging whitewater we paddled in
silence except for the immense amount
of bird song
ringing in
those endless
forests we
were speeding past. We
put out at
Moose River
Crossing
and passed
on the final
60 miles to
Moosonee.
We had the
great thrill
of getting
picked up

by train for the first time and to be on the
“local” train with its classic old diner type
restaurant car. The ride from Cochrane to
Toronto was even more memorable as we
spread out in the bar car answering questions on our trip form curious travelers
and meeting some great northern people.
A tremendous harbinger of northern
travel in the years ahead.

RUPERT 1982

W

e headed across James Bay to
Quebec to do the opposite
trip the next year and to the
threatened Rupert River which had been
scheduled to be the first river affected by
Quebec’s massive James Bay Project. They
finally did reduce the Rupert but not until
this century. We started at the headwaters
in Lake Misstassini. Right from the start
the Rupert was a big and powerful river
which only got bigger.
It was raw and strong but we were
ready for it as we were increasing our
skill level each year but this would be a
challenge. When we passed through the
abandoned village of Nemaska it was eerie
to see the empty Hudson Bay store and
strings of animal skulls handing in some
of the doorways.
We were shocked to discover there
was another road on the Rupert and did a
double take as we rounded the turn before
the volatile Rupert Gorge. The highway
we were expecting was at the massive
Oatmeal Falls which heralded the start of
a tortuous 60 miles of big water and big
drops heading to James Bay. We climbed
up on the highway bridge to get a view of
Oatmeal and even dropped into the truck
stops restaurant which was only for workers and heard the conversation stop as
we entered with the only sound being the
swinging doors like a wild west saloon.
With a cautious gulp we left Oatmeal
to begin the staircase of rapids to the Bay.
What a large and powerful river and it
gave us a new perspective on the forces of
the north. The traditional portages were
still pounded into the forest floor until
they weren’t – when a bulldozer’s mark
obliterated them around a few spots where
exploratory camps were built to test the
river for hydro.
The most daunting test of skills was
doing a cross river ferry – twice – above
a massive drop. The portage was marked
on the other side so we gingerly put our
newfound upstream ferry skills to use
and congratulated each other on crossing. Only to find out there was no portage
there and we had to go back.
We ended up dumping on the very
last rapids – House – which was one of
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the smallest but hit a rock and cracked a
thwart. We limped in to Rupert’s House
as Waskaganish was then called and were
greeted by local celebrity Isaiah Salt with
a hearty “Welcome to Rupert’s House”
within minutes a crowed of denim-clad
boys surrounded us asking to hear our
new Walkman. Welcome back to civilization. And they got to hear from good
Steely Dan.

GEORGE 1983

W

ith big rivers now flowing
in our veins and our knowledge of historical canoe trips
increasing we headed to the very top of
Quebec and the mighty George River.
A new edition of Mina Hubbard’s A
Woman’s Way Through Labrador had
recently been published and we were
introduced to the Hubbard and Wallace
expeditions. This incredible story was
largely unknown as it was still a few years
before our formative forces, Rugge and
Davidson, would publish their seminal
book on the topic – Great Heart.
So we took the long ride along the
north shore of the St. Lawrence to SeptIles to board the Quebec North Shore &
Labrador Railway train to Schefferville.
Although it was cheaper to descend the De
Pas River to meet the George we opted to
fly eat and get the George near its source
some 1400 feet above sea level.
The very first small rapid one of our
boats swamped. Not the start we wanted.
It would be the last time Geoffrey Peake
would dump in decades. We soon realized

we were on a massive northern river - as
big as the come. And it was the first time
we got the northern sun effect as the days
were much longer and dawn came before
4am which when it was sunny meant a
steaming tent coated in bugs. Not pleasant.
One of my favourite spots on the
George is the confluence where the three
main channels of the upper George come
together to become a very powerful force.
It is scenic and rocky area with little canyons and a promise of adventure ahead.
We found we were
able to pick our way
down these rapids
which were very
wide and strong. The
upper George has a
handful of portages
and liftovers before
settling into a long
skinny lake section
of 60 miles known as
Indian House Lake.
Mina Hubbard
described the exit of
Indian House as a
toboggan ride and one expansion area was
called Lac Slanting. It was a wild ride – but
very doable. The river was wide and roomy
you just had to keep your wits about you.
A most memorable George River memory
is the boulders speeding by on the fast current with crystal clear water. And some of
the tributaries were so crystal clean it was
astonishing.
It was a bit like riding a bucking
bronco, all about balance and leverage. We
finally got to Helen Falls which is really a
Grade V or VI rapid. On its myriad caribou pounded portage routes we met Bob
May, the legendary fishing camp owner
who still came up the river to his beautiful
lodge at Pyramid Hills every year. What a
great traditional moment.
And hitting the huge and greasy tidal
flats at low tide (photo above) at Kangirsuallujjuaq was another memorable
moment - for the wrong reasons. We never
knew tides existed such as these.
The mighty George remains one of my
favourite river, steeped in both history and
terrific whitewater.
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W

e are indebted to subscriber
Carsten Iwers for letting
us know of yet another
great addition to the vast Internet info
database. For those of us who love doing
historically based canoe trips digging
into research stacks at libraries is part of
the journey. Now, as this incredible load
of material is being slowly digitized and
brought to the Web we are the recipients
of perhaps the greatest
transfer of knowledge in
human history.
One of our favourite
publications is the old
editions of the Canadian Field Naturalist
(CFN) which has been
published continuously
since 1880, under several
names during its early
years. For 7 years beginning in 1880, the Ottawa
Field-Naturalists’ Club
issued the Transactions
of the Ottawa Field-Naturalists’ Club annually.
With volume 2 in 1887,
the Transactions became
a subtitle of volume 1 of
The Ottawa Naturalist, a monthly publication. With volume 3 of The Ottawa Naturalist in 1889 the emphasis changed from
local members’ reports to national ones,
and in 1919 the journal was renamed The
Canadian Field-Naturalist.
This is a scholarly journal with reports
of birds, geology, animals, insects and all
matters of the Canadian natural world.
But for several years in the 1920s, they
also published the field notes of some
northern travelers especially Guy Blanchet who worked as a surveyor, engineer

and explorer across the north for 50 years.
Thanks to Gwyneth Hoyle a few years
back we learned more of this great traveler in her wonderful book The Northern
Horizons of Guy Blanchet.
From 1921 to 1925 Blanchet carried
out exploratory surveys in the Mackenzie
and Keewatin districts of the Northwest
Territories. His work was centered in the
Great Slave Lake area and northward,
which he traversed by
canoe and on foot, encompassing over 300,000
square km from Hay River
on the west to the Dubawnt River on the east,
the 60th parallel on the
south to the Coppermine
River on the north.
The CFN published his
detailed trip reports but
they have been hard to
find. No longer. The entire
early database of CFN is
one the web is a variety of
formats for downloading.
It is amazing stuff.
You can access the files
by searching Google for
Canadian Field Naturalist
and you will see the link to the Biodiversity Heritage Library.
And yes, a lot of the articles are more
than a touch arcane; i.e. “Some Litteral
Barnacles from William Head B.C.”
and “The Home Life of the Colombian
Ground Squirrel” but aside from the travel journals there are a number of interesting articles and observations from nearly
a century ago. A tremendous resource to
be sure. One thing they haven’t invented
yet - finding the time to take in all of this
information.

having to abandon this beautiful work of
art in the wilderness was not an easy one
to entertain.
So we made the decision to turn
around and retrace our steps back to the
put in.
I want to be clear: the equipment we
used was top notch and in no way do I
believe that having more modern equipment would have made much of a difference. I will probably never bring a nylon
or Gore-Tex jacket on another canoe trip
– waxed canvas all the way – and I have
a new love for canvas tents and canvas
canoe packs remain my preferred way
of packing. A cedar canvas canoe, well,
that speaks for itself. All this equipment
performed in some harsh and very wet
conditions.

I

have never attempted such a large,
multi-faceted undertaking as
this Labrador Passage project. It
required over a year of detailed planning
and involved a large number of people, all
of who donated their skills, money, and
most important, support in a way that
made me aware that this was indeed a
communal enterprise. Though everyone
has been more than supportive of our
decision, with so many involved in the
expedition, I cannot help but feel as if I let
some people down. I suppose this is the
nature of such a communal undertaking.
There is a lot more to say about all
this, and I have a good amount of video
footage, photos, and a good story here
that will translate well into film and
presentations, so stay tuned –
Both Andrew and I have gained an
enormous respect for the men, Job, Bert,
Joe and George, who brought Mina
through the wilderness in 1905. The way
they so effortlessly lived in this wilderness represents a mode of being that we
who travel a month in the wilderness
each year (if we are lucky) can only dimly
grasp. I think my days of hard, suffer
because it’s good for you (thank you
Catholic upbringing) canoe trips are at an
end. However, like so many others, I have
fallen under the spell of Labrador and
am grateful to have experienced, if only
through a slim window and a brief period
of time, that wonderful Labrador.
– Peter Marshall

The Best of CHE-MUN
Che-Mun began in 1973 as Canoe Canada Quarterly produced by Nick Nickels who in that pre-Internet era ran a small sideline
providing canoe route into for curious paddlers. He even had a book called Canoe Canada which was a listing of trips. He soon
changed the name to Che-Mun which is the Ojibway word for canoe or big boat. Nick produced 37 issues of Che-Mun or Outﬁts as he called them before giving up in 1983. We took over the next year in a revamped fomat. Nick did his newsletters using
coloured paper on a photocopier. Not slick but an authentic look. We only have about half of the originals and just unearthed them
and wanted to share some of these rarely seen glimpses of our past.

The second edition of Canoe Canada Quarterly (upper left) and below that is Outﬁt 7 where the
name change to Che-Mun as noted in Nick’s handwriting. And just above is the ﬁrst publication of an HACC trip from our 1981 travels which was quite a thrill for us! Upper right is Outﬁt
15 which had a piece on the St John’s schools a year before the Lake Temiskaming disaster
which claimed a dozen lives. In the bottom right, the last issue we have. feautues a page with
Nick’s comments and his great logo shot.
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CANOESWORTHY continued

The Building Canada Fund officially launched on April 1 of this
year, with Edmonton receiving the first announcement on May 26
to fund a light-rail extension. There’s been no word of any money
coming to Iqaluit.

O

n July 21, 2014, the Secrétariat au Plan Nord in Quebec
launched a call for expressions of interest to identify
private partners interested in participating in a feasibility study to evaluate the need and options for the construction
of a multi-user rail line from Sept-Îles to the Labrador Trough. The
line is intended to open up the iron-ore-rich region and provide the
transportation infrastructure necessary to develop several iron ore
projects in the area. The study will estimate costs and determine the
best railway option, including increasing capacity on existing lines
and the building of a new line. The Quebec government (Government) will contribute up to C$20 million to the study. The Labrador
Trough is among the world’s largest iron ore deposits, with annual
production of approximately 50 million tonnes. The Government
believes that mining companies conducting mineral exploration
in the Labrador Trough could be interested in participating in the
study and benefiting from its results. By proceeding with a call for
expressions of interest, the Government hopes to garner support for
the project and make it possible to share the costs with other private
partners. The Government has indicated that it favours the creation
of a joint venture between private-sector partners to implement a
future rail line project.
A feasibility study for such a rail line was previously initiated in
August 2012, which included a group of six mining companies. The
project was then suspended in March 2013. The market realities at
the time resulted in delays in mine development projects located in
and around the Labrador Trough. A review of the project indicated
that mine construction schedules and diverging needs for each
specific individual project made it difficult to obtain the critical
volumes of iron ore necessary to support the building of new rail
and terminal infrastructure. Concerns were also raised with respect
to the technical challenges associated with the construction of the
rail line over 800 kilometres of rough terrain.

A

second Lower Mattagami generating station has gone on
stream for the Moose Cree First Nation-Ontario Power
Generation hydro-power development partnership.
“The completion of the new generating unit at Harmon hydroelectric station is a testimony to the power of partnership,” said
Moose Cree Chief Norm Hardisty Jr. “Through this project we
are building skills, creating opportunity and facilitating economic
growth across northern Ontario – especially among First Nation
and Métis peoples, many of whom have participated in this project
and gained significant capabilities and expertise as a result.”
The new 78 MW unit at the Harmon Generating Station was
completed ahead of schedule and on budget. Along with the recently completed Little Long station, the partnership has added 145
MW of hydropower to Ontario’s supply.
Moose Cree First Nation has a 25 per cent equity interest in the
project, which is located about 80 kilometres north of Kapuskasing.
When the project is completed in 2015, the capacity of the Lower
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Mattagami power plants will have increased from 486 MW to 924
MW. A 78 MW unit is being added at the Kipling hydroelectric
station and a new 267 MW station is being built at Smoky Falls to
replace the existing 52 MW station that will be retired once the new
station is operating..
“It’s the biggest project ever in northeastern Ontario in 40 years
or so,” Hardisty said. “It’s really exciting — it’s too bad the construction was only five years, but definitely we will still benefit going
forward.”
About 1,600 people worked on the project at its peak, including
250 First Nation and Metis people.
“It wasn’t just labour jobs, we got a few (First Nations) people
that were in supervisory roles,” Hardisty said, noting that subcontractors in the community also earned contracts during the project
through joint ventures with other companies. “We actually had
about $300 million in contracts that we were able to achieve.”

C

lyde River, Nunavut, residents are celebrating a successful
bowhead whale hunt, after catching their first in recent
memory during the summer long weekend.
Regeelee Piungituk was one of many who watched the hunt from
a distance. She says the pregnant female bowhead was about 16
metres long.
David Iqarialuk, the captain of the eight-person hunting team,
says the bowhead was caught about 16 km south of the hamlet.
A couple of dozen residents of Clyde River, Nunavut, took part
in their 2014 bowhead whale hunt over the weekend. Once the hunt
began it took about 1.5 hours to kill the whale. The whale didn’t
put up much of a fight, says Iqarialuk, but there was a dangerous
encounter.
“When they struck the whale, the whale flipped its tail and hit
the boat. the hunters were in mid air, luckily they all landed back in
the canoe,” Piungituk said.
She says the harpooners’ boat is now completely destroyed and
unusable.
Piugituk says the four hunters on the boat are lucky as they managed to make it to land after the incident.
“They were picked up by the other hunting party and started
again,” said Iqarialuk in Inuktitut. “You could hear a lot of yelling at
that point.”
A limited hunt is now an annual tradition in Nunavut with meat
and muktuk from the whales being shared among numerous communities

U

kkusiksalik National Park in Nunavut’s Kivalliq Wager
Bay region has been officially established under the
Canada National Parks Act resulting in greater ecological
protection. The park was first proposed in 1978, but an Inuit Impact
Benefit Agreement wasn’t signed with the Canadian government
until 2003, the Aug. 12 release said.
Jean Chrétien, then the prime minister, participated in a signing
ceremony in Iqaluit in 2003.
As part of the IIBA, the Kivalliq Inuit were to receive $3 million
in cash, a youth scholarship program and Inuit-preference provisions in the hiring of park staff and the awarding of park-related

contracts.
The park, which encompasses Wager Bay, is home to many species, including polar bear, snow geese, muskox and the Arctic hare,
the news release said, as well as more than 500 archaeological sites
within its nearly 21,000 square kilometre area.
This past March, Ottawa added 327 square km to the park, following a land swap with the Kivalliq Inuit Association.
“Canada’s North is home to the world’s most spectacular scenery
and pristine wilderness and I’m tremendously pleased to be announcing Ukkusiksalik will be protected for future generations,”
Leona Aglukkaq, the minister responsible for Parks Canada, said in
the release.

G

oogle Street View is coming to national parks in Nunavut
where the closest street may be hundreds of kilometers
away.
“I think it’ll be wonderful for people who are either planning
a trip, to get a sneak-peak of what to plan for, or otherwise just to
dream and get a virtual visit,” Fiona Currie, a media spokesperson
for Parks Canada told Nunatsiaq News Aug. 14.
Google Street View maps offer 360-degree, ground-level views of
selected locations, usually built-up urban areas.
Parks Canada has been working with Google since summer 2013
to bring Google Street View to some of northern Canada’s more
remote regions, a project scheduled to last two years, a news release
from Parks Canada said in June 2014.
Among the national parks already captured this summer is Baffin
Island’s Auyuittuq National Park, though the images won’t go online
until later the fall.
Currie used a Google Trekker, a 45-pound backpack carrying
a battery and panoramic camera atop a pole, to capture images of
Tuktuk Nogait National Park in the Northwest Territories earlier
this summer.
A similar backpack was used in March 2013 when Iqaluit’s streets
were added to Google’s Street View maps. Cambridge Bay, in August
2012, became the first community in Nunavut to show Google’s
street-level maps.
Currie said it was an enormous privilege to capture images for
Google, but that the technology brings all of us a little closer to the
north’s beauty.

A

s Nunavummiut struggle to understand the plummeting
caribou population on Baffin Island, residents in Quebec
and Newfoundland and Labrador are dealing with their
own caribou crisis.
The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador announced
Aug. 14 that the George River caribou herd, whose range overlaps
Quebec and Labrador, has declined to roughly 14,200 animals —
down from 27,600 in 2012.
That is a significant drop just from four years ago when the government counted 74,000 caribou in that herd in 2010.
Steve Côté, a biologist at Laval University in Montreal, is leading
research projects into the decline and hoping to pinpoint some of
the causes. He said there are multiple theories at this point, and they
probably all contributed to the current outcome.

For one, the herd reached a peak of 800,000 animals about 25
years ago and so there was a huge impact on the environment from
over-grazing and trampling of their food source.
Also, those high numbers lead to an increase in black bears
and wolves, which hunt the caribou. When the caribou numbers
declined, the predators stayed numerous for a while, leading to over
predation, he said.
He also pointed to the unpredictable climate: a change in the
amount of snow and timing of freeze-up impact the herd’s migration habits and patterns, Côté said. Warmer weather also brings
more insects which can cause distress and weaken the animalsw.
In 2013, the government issued a five-year moratorium on
harvesting caribou from that herd. But even with that moratorium,
“and infusions of funding for monitoring and research, the herd
continues to struggle,” Granter said in the release.
The Newfoundland and Labrador government announced this
year it was putting $975,000 toward three years of scientific research
and monitoring of the George River herd. That replaces a previous
three-year financial commitment of $1.9 million in 2011.
The George River herd seems to have fluctuated through cycles
of abundance and scarcity over the past 100 years with peaks
around 1890 and 1990, according to government materials. The
herd was decimated around 1950 and then recovered in the 1970s
and 80s.
Despite that, “investigations continue to focus on causes of high
adult mortalities and the low number of caribou surviving beyond
six months of age,” the Aug. 14 news release says.
That release says that in order for a caribou population to remain
stable, 15 per cent of calves need to survive at least until their first
fall. But in the George River herd, it appears only 6.8 per cent of
calves are doing so.
Although Nunavik’s Leaf River caribou herd seems healthy at
430,000 animals, a 2011 survey of that herd noted that adult survival
rates and the number of calves produced were low which means the
herd is in a “decreasing phase.”

T

he Government of Nunavut(GN) has asked Agnico Eagle
Mines Ltd. for more information about how the company
monitors wildlife deaths around its Meadowbank gold
mine near the Back River and the all-weather road that connects the
mine to nearby Baker Lake.
That’s after five caribou were killed last year along the 110-kilometre road that runs between Meadowbank and Baker Lake.
The GN has also noticed an increase in caribou harvesting close
to the road since the mine opened.
One morning in March 2013, a grader hit and killed five caribou
along the all-weather road.
The incident occurred at about 2 a.m. in heavy fog conditions,
Agnico Eagle said in its 2013 wildlife monitoring report.
The grader operator reported the incident, while the caribou
carcasses were skinned and the meat was provided to the Hamlet of
Baker Lake.
As part of the impact predictions that Agnico Eagle made before
Meadowbank started up, the company said caribou or muskoxen
would not be killed or injured by vehicle collision. And the com-
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Unseen

photo: George Luste

CHE-MUN

Some years ago author Gwyneth Hoyle let us see the personal photo album of noted northern traveller Guy Blanchet about whom she was
writing her wonderful book The Northern Horizons of Guy Blanchet. His handwritten inscription alongside this photo reads “The Big Three. . .
at Churchill 1929 . . . Captain Mack, Skipper of the Morse, lost by ﬁre off the port. George Kidd, an engineer in charge of the harbour construction, and Captain Poole, Harbour captain. Combined physical weight about 800 pounds.”
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